You’ve just purchased a
spectacular piece of land.
now what?
{Or how to pick the right builder in the hamptons.}

C ongratulations. You own property in one of the most

beautiful places on earth. Now you have to find the right
builder. Who you choose will significantly affect the
quality, feel and long-term value of your home. At
Telemark, the homes we build set the highest
standards in the Hamptons, which may be the reason

blumenfeldandfleming.com

they continue to set sales records. We are third generation
Norwegian craftsman who have always aspired to the
highest level of excellence. We pay extraordinary attention
to every finish and detail. Perhaps that’s why so many
people who demand the best put their trust in us. Call
Roy Dalene at 631.537.1600 or visit telemarkinc.com.

DIVINE DESIGN
GIVE YOUR HOME THE GIFT OF GOOD DESIGN.
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Hans Wegner Lounging Chair | Oak and chord | Sylvester’s & Co. Home, $2,750
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Custom Sawhorse table | shown in zebra wood with floating glass top | Gavin Zeigler; Hand made and starting at $2,100

Cherner Armchair | Molded laminated plywood | Designed by Norman Cherner | Design Within Reach, $999
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Sofia stool | tufted black patent leather WITH jewel buttons | MAISON 24, $425

“Baby” Table | Keith Haring Artwork | Maison 24, $350
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Side table with two-sided drawer and driftwood finish | Sylvester’s & Co. Home, $1,160
Flight Recliner | Hardwood kiln-dried frame with brushed stainless steel base | Design Within Reach, $2,700

Mercury Lamp with Blue Wash Linen Shade | Sylvester’s & Co. Home, $455
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